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The People Surrounding Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden : A 
Fragment of  the Early Freedom and People’s Rights  

Movement

Katsushi UCHIMURA＊

abstract
The three volumes of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden (Popular People’s Rights Biographies; 1878–1881) were respectively translated 
by Shimada Saburō (1852–1923), Honda Shōzō (dates unknown), and Koizuka Ryū (1848–1920). Hagiwara Otohiko (1826–
1886) was involved in the first two volumes as a rewriter. The first three individuals were leaders of  a new era, involved in the 
Freedom and People’s Rights Movement (jiyū minken undō) and enlightenment publications. Otohiko, on the other hand, had 
been active as an author of  popular stories since the Edo period (1603–1868). In other words, this three-volume publication 
was a topos where intellectual currents of  a new era and an author of  an old era crossed paths. In terms of  literary history, the 
difference between these translators and Otohiko shows us the process of  the transformation of  the traditional literary con-
cepts of  tsūzoku and engi.
　Originally, tsūzoku had primarily meant “translation.” The sense of  “popularization” was later added to it. Engi, on the other 
hand, referred to the turning of  historical works into stories: dramatization. While Otohiko held this traditional understanding, 
these translators understood tsūzoku and engi as the enlightening of  the people and tools for doing so. In this interpretive differ-
ence lies the historical characteristics of  this work. After pointing out bibliographical issues surrounding this publication, this 
paper will then analyze the positions of  each of  these translators and this writer, and then elucidate part of  the early Meiji peri-
od (1868–1912) Freedom and People’s Rights Movement with an eye to the individuals surrounding this work, such as the pub-
lisher Santō Naoto (1840–1904).
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Introduction
I have written several papers on Hagiwara Otohiko (1828–1886 / Bunsei 9 to Meiji 19),(1) and also intro-
duced a few related materials.(2) In my research, something felt strange about the three-volume Tsūzoku 
minken hyakkaden (Popular People’s Rights Biographies; 1878–1881 / Meiji 11 to 14). Otohiko was the sec-
ond son of  a hatamoto (shogun retainer), and was the holder of  both academic knowledge and foresight. 
While for a time he achieved literary fame, he was tossed about by the waves of  his time, and in the end 
died in obscurity in a mountain village in Yamanashi.(3) He was a typical person of  mid to late nineteenth 
century Japan that, amidst the upheaval of  the Meiji Restoration, made light of  his life, pursuing hobbies 
and debauchery. For this reason, his association with Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden just did not make sense to 
me.(4)
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　However, ideology and politics aside, Otohiko was a talented journalist and editor. Considering that he 
did work in such fields, it is somewhat understandable that he was involved in this book. In other words, 
Otohiko was a master of  bricolage, jobs that required ingenuity. While one might think that this dexterous 
poor man might be famous, he is almost never found in in the field of  literary history—never mind re-
search on the Meiji period Freedom and People’s Rights Movement. In other words, he has been forgot-
ten by everyone.
　My research on Otohiko is part of  my work on the history of  the thought of  Bakumatsu (1853–1868) 
and early Meiji period (1868–1912) intellectuals. However, what draws me to Otohiko is actually the way 
in which he has been completely forgotten. My focus here on Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden is basically a re-
membrance of  a person and text that has no home; this is what drives me to engage in literature research. 

(1) Refer to my following four papers:
　　 1. “Hagiwara Otohiko kenkyū josetsu” [An Introduction to Research on Hagiwara Otohiko], in 

Bungei kenkyū [Literary Arts Research], no. 112 (October 2010)
　　 2. “Hagiwara Otohiko no jinbutsuzō” [A Depiction of  Hagiwara Otohiko], Bungei kenkyū no.    113 

(March 2011)
　　 3. “Hagiwara Otohiko no haikai katsudō nitsuite” [Hagiwara Otohiko’s Haikai Poetry Activities], 

Bungei kenkyū no. 115 (October 2011).
　　 4. “Hagiwara Otohiko no gesaku rui nitsuite” [Hagiwara Otohiko’s Popular Stories], Bungei kenkyū no. 

116 (March 2012)
(2) When introducing materials in the below I refer to the career and personal history of  Otohiko:
　　A. “Onchi fūzokutsū dai 11 gō” [Onchi fūzokutsū no. 11], Bungei kenkyū no. 114 (March 2011)
　　 B. “Hagiwara Otohiko no zokuyōbon (1): Ōtsue nishu” [Hagiwara Otohiko’s Books of  Popular Folk 

Songs (1): Ōtsue nishu], Bungei kenkyū no. 117 (March 2012)
　　 C. “Hagiwara Otohiko no zokuyōbon (2): Kotoba iri ikina dodoitsu” [Hagiwara Otohiko’s Books of  

Popular Folk Songs: Kotoba iri ikina dodoitsu], Bungei kenkyū no. 118 (October 2012)
　　 D. “Hagiwara Otohiko no zokuyōbon (1): Sumō jinku” [Hagiwara Otohiko’s Books of  Popular Folk 

Songs (1): Sumō jinku], Bungei kenkyū no. 121 (October 2013)
　　 E. “Hagiwara Otohiko hen Saihen / gazoku shinbun dai 1 gō” [Hagiwara Otohiko, ed., Saihen / gazoku 

shinbun no. 11], Bungei kenkyū no. 124 (October 2014)
　　 F. “Umebori Kokuga hen Kensō shinan: ‘Edo bungei bunko’ shūhen’” [Umebori Kokuga, ed., Kenhaya 

shinan: “Edo Period Literary Arts Library”], Tosho no fu [Book Score] Meiji University Library Bulletin 
no. 19 (March 2015).

(3) Please see my articles nos. 1 to 4 listed in footnote (1).
(4)  Wada Shigejirō completely misunderstands the role of  Otohiko in his article “Tsūzoku minken hyak-

kaden nitsuite” [About Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden], in Nihon bungaku dentō to gendai [The Japanese Liter-
ary Tradition and Today] (Izumi Shoin, December 1983).

1. Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden: Bibliographical Information
Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden is comprised of  three volumes. The first volume is made up of  three Japanese-
bound books, and the second and third volume each one Western-bound book. This difference in how 
they were made is also a reflection of  the transformation process of  publishing culture during the early 
Meiji period. There are a comparatively large number of  copies of  volume one remaining with us today.(1) 
I have one in my collection. Volumes two and three, on the other hand, are basically rare books. I have 
only been able to find holding records for two copies of  volume two (at the National Diet Library and the 
Ochanomizu University Library), and one copy of  volume three at the National Diet Library.(2) However, 
fortunately, this publication has been digitalized. On the website of  the National Diet Library one can 
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view all three volumes (below, “NDL version”) and on the website of  the National Institute of  Japanese 
Literature one can view the first volume.(3)

　Here I want to first briefly go over bibliographic information regarding Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden. In-
formation on volume one is based on the copy in my collection, and volumes two and three on the digital 
NDL version.

Volume 1
Source: Author’s copy
Number of  books: 3Book type: Hanshibon (22.8 x 15.5 cm)
Daisen (book title paper slip): Komochi-waku frame, 22.8 cm x 15.5 cm (see Reference Image 1)
　 “With images / Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden Shimada Saburō, abridged trans. / Hagiwara Otohiko, drama-

tization / 1 (to 3)”
Cover: Yellow (see Reference Image 1)
Endleaf: Red (see Reference Image 2 and Reference Image 3) 
　“Shimada Saburō, abridged trans., Hagiwara Otohiko, dramatization 
　[Mikuri Shooku / Printing Block Certificate] Revenue stamp, ‘Sōbi’ stamp on top 
　With pictures / tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden
　Sōbirō print blocks”
Margin: Komochi-waku frame, 19.2 x 12.7 cm
Composition: First book – 5 sheet intro #1, 1 sheet intro #2, 1 sheet table of  contents, 28 sheet main 

text, total of  35 sheets
　Second book – 31 sheet main text, total of  31 sheets
　Third book – 31 sheet main text, 1/2 sheet publication notes, total of  31.5 sheets
Fore-Edge Inscriptions: First book – [tsūzoku / minken / hyakkaden <gyobi inscription> book 1 Gotō 

Shōjirō, intro. 1 (to 5)]
　　[tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden <gyobi inscription> book. 1 Introduction 1]
　　[tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden <gyobi inscription> book. 1 Table of  contents (no sheet numbering) ]
　　[tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden <gyobi inscription> book 1 1 (to 38)]
　Second book – [tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden <gyobi inscription> book 2 1 (to 31)]
　Third book – [tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden <gyobi inscription> book 3 1 (to 31)]
Illustrations: Book 1 – 5 u 6 o, 13 u 14 o, 22 u 23 o (total of  three places)
　Book 2 – 9 u 10 o (See Reference Image 4), 23 u 24 o (total of  three places)
　Book 3 – 9 u 10 o, 23 u 24 o (total of  two places)
Publication Notes: End of  last book
　“August 19 1878 / Meiji 11)
　　Abridged translation: Kanagawa Prefecture commoner / Shimada Saburō, 1 chōme 2 banchi Sanjik-

ken-bori / Dai 1 daiku 8 no shō ku
　　Dramatization [engi]: Tokyo Prefecture commoner / Hagiwara Otohiko, 210 banchi Shitaya Kanasugi 

Village / Dai 10 daiku 1 no shōku 
　　Publisher: Tokyo Prefecture commoner Inada Sakichi, 2 chōme 4 banchi Sanjikken-bori / Dai 1 dai-

ku 8 no shōku”
Notes: Source of  translation (original text) unknown

Volume 2
Source: National Diet Library “特18-483” Digital Data
Total no. of  pages: Table of  contents – 2, main text – 144, total – 146
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Endleaf: “Honda Shōzō, abridged trans. / Hagiwara Otohiko, engi, Vol. 2
　With Pictures / Tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden
　Sōbirō’s Printing Blocks
　[Mikuri Shooku / Printing blocks certificate] revenue stamp, [Sōbi] stamp (unreadable)
Colophon: “June 7 1879 / Meiji 12 publication permission [list price stamp] unreadable
　Translator: Miyagi Prefecture samurai descendent / Honda Shōzō
　　519 banchi Ima-machi / Shimo-nagasaki-ku
　Engisha: Tokyo prefecture commoner / Hagiwara Otohiko
　　19 banchi / Hatago-machi, Asakusa-ku
　Publisher: Tokyo prefecture commoner Inada Sakichi
　　2 chōme 4 banchi / Sanjikkenhori, Kyōbashi-ku
Notes: Source of  translation (original text) unknown

Volume 3
Source: National Diet Library “特18-483” Digital Data
Total no. of  pages: Table of  contents – 3, main text – 74, corrections – 2, total – 79
Endleaf: “Koizuka Ryū, trans., Vol. 3
　Tsūzoku / minken hyakkaden
　Sōbirō’s Printing Blocks”
　[Mikuri Shooku / Printing blocks certificate] revenue stamp (unreadable)”
Colophon: “October 2 1880 / Meiji 12 publication permission
　Published March 1881 (Meiji 14) [list price ?0 sen] stamp
　Translator: Kanagawa prefecture commoner / Koizuka Ryū
　23 banchi, / Yamashitachō, Kyobashi-ku, Tokyo
　Publisher: Tokyo prefecture commoner Inada Sakichi
　　2 chōme 4 banchi / Sanjikkenhori, Kyōbashi-ku
　Sales: 4 banchi 2 chōme / Sanjikken-bori / Kyōbashi-ku, Tokyo
　Bookseller: Noda Daijirō / 2 chōme, Onomachi, Wakayama
　Printing: Kōbunsha / 11 banchō, Wakayama”
Notes: Source of  translation (original text) unknown

While the “supratitles” (tsunogaki) of  all three volumes’ endleaves all slightly differ (vol. 1: ga iri [with pic-
tures], vol. 2: e iri / tsūzoku [with pictures / popular], vol. 3: tsūzoku), all share the same main title: Tsūzoku 
minken hyakkaden. This book are introduced as follows in the catalogue of  Sōbirō Publishing (Sōbirō 
Shuppan 薇楼出版 ) found in Garibarusu shima meguri (Going Around Galapagos; pub. August 1880 / 
Meiji 13).

　Shimada Saburō, abridged trans. Hagiwara Otohiko, engi
　Tsūzoku / with pictures / Minken hyakkaden vol. 1, 3 books, list price 75 sen
　Honda Shōzō, abridged trans., Hagiwara Otohiko, engi
　Tsūzoku / with pictures / Minken hyakkaden vol. 2, Western binding, 1 book, list price 50 sen
　Tsūzoku / with pictures / Minken hyakkaden vol. 3 vol. 4 vol. 5 – soon to be printed
　　 This book translates famous people’s rights figures of  the past from various countries including 

Rome, England, the United States, and France and includes these persons’ enzetsu, strategies, etc. as 
well. A most remarkable book [kisho] that must be read now by all interested individuals.

In this catalogue, the supratitle is listed as “tsūzoku / with pictures [e-iri]” and the title as Minken hyakkaden. 
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However, from the Edo period to this time, it was not rare for supratitles and outer titles (gedai) / endleaf  
titles / inner titles (naidai) to slightly differ. Bibliographers normally use the inner title, and we can there-
fore use Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden, the inner title of  all three volumes, as this work’s official name. 
　When this catalogue was published in August 1880 (Meiji 13), these three volumes had still not been 
given publication permission (all three volumes’ colophons list October 2nd, 1880 as the date of  publica-
tion permission). This is only a two month difference, though, and the draft of  the translation had already 
probably been completed to an extent. Also, while in the catalogue we find the text “Famous people’s 
rights figures of  the past from various countries including Rome, England, the United States, and France,” 
all three volumes only cover England. Koizuka Ryū wrote the following in the introduction to the first 
volume:

　 As I see it, there is a narrative order: first individuals who promoted people’s rights in Ancient Rome 
are listed, followed by England, the United States, and France. Only common language is used, detailed illus-
trations are included, the visages of  each person are depicted, and the righteous men of  the past several 
hundred years in European and American continents are beautifully compared in one small book. 

Therefore, regardless of  whether there was actually, as Koizuka wrote, American and French volumes’ 
translation drafts, they probably planned to publish a fourth and fifth volume. Also, as written in under 
“Notes” above, the source texts for volumes one to three are still unclear.
　This catalogue also shares with us the list price of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden. While it was hard to make 
out the list price stamps on the NDL versions of  the second and third volumes, if  we read them while re-
ferring to the catalogue, it is almost certain that they show a price of  50 sen. While the three-book Japa-
nese-bound first volume cost a total of  75 sen, volumes two and three, which were both single Western-
bound books, cost 50 sen. We can see that around this time letterpress printing was in the process of  
becoming more economical than the woodblock printing that had existed since the Edo period. We could 
say that this was a change in the times that was homologous to Otohiko’s name disappearing as the engi-
sha (dramatizer) from the third volume of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden. In the next section I will consider the 
nature of  these changes.

(1)  Held by the following institutions, amongst others, according to their online databases: National      
Diet Library, National Institute of  Japanese Literature, Kyoto University Library, and Waseda Univer-
sity Library.

(2)  Based on a search using NDL-OPAC (National Diet Library holdings search system: http://dl.ndl.
go.jp/), the National Diet Library Digital Collections (below, referred to as “NDL Digital”), and Web-
cat Plus (http://webcatplus.nii.ac.jp/).

(3)  The National Diet Library copies are available on NDL Digital and the National Institute of  Japanese 
Literature’s copy on the “Bibliographical and Image Database of  Japanese Modern Times” (on the 
Institute’s website: http://www.nijl.ac.jp/).

(4)  Based on NDL Digital. Regarding the colophons of  published books from this period, the following 
resource is rich in information: Tanigawa Keiichi, “Kindai bunken nitsuite 1 ‘Okuzuke no yomikata’” 
[On Modern Texts 1: “How to Read Colophons”], a PDF file on the webpage “Heisei 26 nendo ni-
hon kotenseki kōshūkai tekisuto” [2014 FY Japan Classic Texts Workshop] of  the National Institute 
of  Japanese Literature (see URL in footnote (3)). 

2. The Narrow Space Between Tsūzoku and Engi
In early modern literature, the term tsūzoku was originally attached to Sino-Japanese kakikudashi versions 
of  Chinese yanyi (Jp. engi) stories. Examples include Tsūzoku sangokushi (Popular Records of  the Three 
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Kingdoms), Tsūzoku chūgi suikoden (Popular Loyal Tales of  the Marshes), and Tsūzoku saiyūki (Popular 
Journey to the West).(1) Of  course, the meaning “popularize” —the original meaning of  the term 
tsūzoku—is a premise here; these books rewrote Chinese vernacular literature to be easily understandable 
for Japan’s readers. Since yanyi stories themselves are a kind of  popular Chinese literature,(2) this is only 
natural. Subsequently the compound tsūzoku came to be used for works that were not Sino-Japanese kaki-
kudashi versions of  Chinese vernacular writing.(3) For example, we can find elementary textbooks originally 
for young children’s education calling themselves tsūzoku: Tsūzoku kojō zoroe takarabako (Popular Treasure 
Chest of  Collected Old Letters; Bunka 8) and Tsūzoku kyōkun ōrai (Popular Teachings Textbook; Kansei 1). 
However, when seen in terms of  the chronological development of  early modern literary history, the 
meaning “translate” came first.
　Similarly, engi comes from engi shisetsu, or yanyi xiaoshuo in Chinese, which normally refers to vernacular 
long-form historical narratives written from the end of  the Ming (1368–1644) into the early Qing (1744–
1912) in China. A representative work is Sanguozhi yanyi 三国志演義 (Jp. Sangokushi engi; Dramatized Ro-
mance of  the Three Kingdoms). In other words, engi refers to narrative dramatizations of  history. They 
are entirely fictitious and thus are categorized as entertainment. It is very well known fact in the field of  
literary history that this had a major influence on the development of  the genre of  yomihon textbooks 
from the mid-Edo period onwards. In other words, for people at the time, it was natural to think of  
Tsūzoku sangokushi and Sangokushi engi when seeing the compounds tsūzoku and engi. They must have seen 
them as entertaining narratives, albeit ones with more serious elements. It’s also only natural that booksell-
ers would claim that their books are such as a marketing strategy. The description “translates the biogra-
phies of  famous people of  the past who promoted people’s rights, and includes these persons’ enzetsu, 
strategies, etc. as well” found in the Sōbirō Shuppan’s catalogue probably meant engi. Also, the phrase “re-
markable book [kisho] that must be read” was probably a reference to the “four remarkable books” (sida ji-
shu [Jp. shidai kisho], or Sanguozhi yanyi, Shuihuchuan [Jp. Suikoden], Xiyouji [Jp. Saiyūki], and Jinpingmei [Jp. Kin-
peibai; The Plum in the Golden Vase]). However, the translators did not necessarily share these traditional 
images of  tsūzoku and engi.
　This is because during this time it was already normal to use the compound tsūzoku to mean simply 
“popularization” or “edificatory/enlightening.” An example of  this can be found in Fukuzawa Yūkichi’s 
Tsūzoku minkenron (A Popular People’s Rights Theory) Sept. 1878 / Meiji 11).(4) This work was published 
in the same year as Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden. Fukuzawa also published Tsūzoku kokkenron (Popular Coun-
try’s Rights Theory; Sept. 1878 / Meiji 11) and Tsūzoku gaikōron (Popular Diplomacy Theory; June 1884 / 
Meiji 17). These were purely books meant to educate and enlighten the people, and the compound tsūzoku 
was not being used to refer to entertaining stories in any way. While like Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden they use 
tsūzoku, the underlying perception of  this term was different.
　Shimada Saburō translated the first volume of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden, Honda Shōzō the second, and 
Koizuka Ryū the third. Otohiko was in charge of  the first and second volume’s engi, but not that of  the 
third. At first he played the role of  rewriting the translated texts as the “dramatizer” (engisha). To put this 
in another way: while the translators were scholars and enlightenment intellectuals who could translate 
European texts, they did not really have an écrivain identity. This is what led to the difference in under-
standing of  the word tsūzoku. This is shown by Koizuka Ryū’s introduction to the first volume. He writes, 
“There is a narrative order: first individuals who promoted people’s rights in Ancient Rome are listed, fol-
lowed by England, the United States, and France.” The book had its sights set on describing the historical 
development of  people’s rights. However, in order to make it available to the general public, it was neces-
sary for “only common language” to be used, “detailed illustrations” to be included, and “the visages of  
each person” be depicted. Koizuka recognized the necessity of  this. It was in this context that the “dram-
atizer” Otohiko was brought in.
　However, not just any writer of  popular stories would have been acceptable. While it is certainly true 
that he had been a writer of  popular stories in the Edo period, he maintained an outsider position as a de-
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baucherous child of  a hatamoto.(5) During the Keio period (1865–1868) he became the adopted son of  the 
calligrapher Hagiwara Shūgan, and subsequently ceased his popular story writing activities. From around 
1871 (Meiji 4) to 1873 (Meiji 6), he would publish many elementary textbooks and dictionaries, such as 
Shintai shokan benmō (Introduction to New Style of  Letter Writing), Shinsen seki toku ōrai (Newly Selected 
Collection of  Exemplary Letters), Kango nijūbiki (Dictionary of  Words of  Chinese Origin), and Kaika 
shōbai ōrai (Elementary Textbook of  Enlightened Commerce). Otohiko was an intellectual writer of  popu-
lar stories and supportive of  Japan’s civilizing project of  the time. In this sense, it would be ignorant to 
treat him like all other writers of  popular stories. While due to space limitations I will not delve into Oto-
hiko’s engi in detail, let us take a quick look at it using the catalogue.

Volume 1
　Book 1
　　1. Joint biography of  Brutus and Publius
　　2. Joint biography of  the wise woman Cornelia and the righteous Gracchi brothers
　Book 2
　　1. Continuation of  the joint biography of  the wise women and righteous brothers
　　2. Joint biography of  Cato and Brutus
　Book 3
　　1. Joint biography of  William and Langdon
　　2.  Biographies of  English people from the third enthronement of  Henry III, King of  England, in 

1217 to the 1600s

Volume 2
　Part 1 All Englishmen
　Part 2 Biography of  England’s greatest law scholar of  his age Edward Coke
　　With: favored retainer Robert Carr stealing the wife of  Earl of  Essex.
　　　The adulterer Robert Carr killing Thomas Overbury with poison 
　　　The bribery misconduct of  Bacon, the Lower House member and great scholar of  his generation
　Part 3 Joint biography of  John Pym and Denzel Holles
　　With: investigating the powerful retainer Strafford
　Part 4: Biography of  Henry Vane
　　With: Strafford’s punishment
　　　The defeat of  Charles, the governor of  Scotland

The composition of  the first and second volume are different because the former was Japanese bound 
and comprised of  three books, while the latter was Western bound and comprised of  only one. Even if  
we only look at the above, we can see that Otohiko adopted an engi, in other words, episodic fiction (shōkai 
shōsetsu; Ch. zhanghui xiaoshuo) format. However, the early modern concepts of  tsūzoku and engi could no 
longer cover the era. This was because they were incompatible with the new conception of  minken (peo-
ple’s rights). New wine must be put in a new wineskin. The third volume simply lists Koizuka as having 
done “translation” (yakujutsu). Otohiko’s disappearance as the dramatizer was brought about by the incon-
gruity between his traditional style and this new concept. This is straightforwardly shown in the very un-
usual comment found at the end of  the second volume of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden.(6)

　 The dramatizer Taibai Kanjin says the following. Below for a certain reason I stop using our country’s 
novel style, and change to the style of  books with katakana script mixed in that are found everywhere 
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in town, or the post-Restoration meaningless and rough writing style. In other words, I change it to a 
quasi-kanbun-style with the likes of  sunawachi, kano, and sorenarumono that omits punctuation and does 
not pay attention to the length of  sentences. Also, thinking that the original story’s plot would be hard 
to follow, up until now I have added using my imagination surrounding developments, working to make 
things easier to understand. It is not that I created stories just as I liked and bended facts. I just made 
some changes for readers. While people might think it is excessive, it wouldn’t be a story without it. 
However, I have decided to stop doing this as well. While not my wishes, it is because this book has 
different circumstances than writing a novel freely using history as material. I would like for readers to 
not think that this change in style is strange. 

“Taibai Kanjin” refers to Otohiko. It comes from his pen name “Taibai U.”(7) It is easy to detect Otohiko’s 
anger above. While he wrote the book in “our country’s novel style,” he was pressured to stop doing so. It 
goes without saying that this pressure came from the translators; booksellers, wanting to sell books, would 
not want him to stop using a style that would be liked by ordinary readers. From Otohiko’s perspective, 
this was just like being told to write one of  the “books with katakana- script mixed in that are found ev-
erywhere in town.” Also, this writing style is a “post-Restoration meaningless and rough writing style. ” 
He had to write text that was in a “quasi-kanbun-style with the likes of  sunawachi, kano, and sorenarumono 
that omits punctuation and does not pay attention to the length of  sentences.” 
　This dislike did not stem so much from Otohiko’s preference but people’s discomfort with the writing 
style of  a new era. For example, in 1868 (Meiji 1), Nagai Kafū wrote the following regarding Hattori 
Bushō’s Tōkyō shin hanjōki (New Report on the Prosperity of  Tokyo), which took the world by storm.

　 Imitating Terakado Seiken’s Edō hanjōki [Report on the Flourishing of  Edo] and Narushima Ryūhoku’s 
Ryūkyō shinshi [New Chronicles of  Yanagibashi], as a result of  destroying accurate Chinese [kanbun] as he wishes 
and Japanifying it, its text is not only of  course not understood by the Chinese but also unreadable by Japanese who have 
no education in Sino-Japanese texts. He has created a strange form that is like a chimera.(8)

While Nagai is writing about Chinese and Otohiko about a mixture of  Chinese and Japanese, Otohiko 
was expressing his indignation at having been forced to use a writing that was a “strange form like a chi-
mera.” Also, Otohiko writes the following about making the work accessible to ordinary readers: “So that 
women and the young do not think the reasons of  these biographies dubious . . . [I connected,] based on 
inference, what comes before and after.” He did so because it is the “nature of  dramatization.” “For read-
ers” he must do so “even if  it is not the doing of  the stupidity of  snake legs.” 
　However, it appears that translators were unsatisfied with this. While to me it seems like Otohiko’s dram- 
atization is simply synopsizing, translators saw even this as contamination. Even if  its fictionalizing was 
subdued, they probably felt that it deviated from the aim of  enlightening the masses about people’s rights. 
While “not the true intention of  dramatizers,” “since [this work] has different circumstances than those 
of  taking freedoms when dramatizing and adapting histories and biographies of  the past for future gener-
ations,” he begrudgingly agreed to a rewrite. Otohiko sensed that the concept of  people’s rights could not 
be adapted freely when dramatizing; this was an issue of  not “histories and biographies of  the past” but a 
contemporary issue that was causing a stir in society. 
　With that said, after Otohiko’s declaration about changing the writing style, the main text, on which he 
had spent 140 pages, then ends in only four (140–144). In other words, he only rewrote four pages. This 
was not that much content. As he indicated with his statement that the text does “not require the short 
and long variations of  punctuation,” in these four pages punctuation is omitted. However it is difficult to 
gauge his intention in suddenly changing direction at such a strange place. Perhaps this was his little pro-
test, or perhaps the speed of  this change was a reflection of  the Meiji period. 
　However, in the end, Otohiko would take a step back from Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden, and the third vol-
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ume was simply a translation of  the original. Koizuka Ryū, the writer of  an introduction in the first vol-
ume, would be in charge of  the translation of  the third. Here as well, due to space limitations, I will not 
compare the content of  this volume with others. Let us only glance at the third volume’s table of  con-
tents.

Third Volume
　Shelden’s biography
　　With: the Buckingham transgression
　　　Rights petition
　　　Rejecting the order to be freed from jail
　Illustration of  Shelden’s London Tower jailing
　Biography of  Sir John Eliot
　Image of  Elliot being taken away
　Biography of  John Hampden
　Illustration of  King Charles coming to Germany’s lower house
　　Protesting boat taxes
　　London residents defending Hampden
　　Hampden going to battle in Liesing 
　Image of  Hampton bravely fighting
　Biography of  John Milton
　Portrait of  John Milton
　Biography of  St. John
　Portrait of  St. John
　Biography of  Sydney Algernon
　　With: the King escaping wheat-place’s premeditated murder 
　　　Discovering the secret meeting to overturn the government and the four leaders being captured
　Diagram of  the six leader’s meeting

The table of  contents’ composition is somehow awkward. It also feels strange that illustration headings, 
which were not listed in previous volumes, are deliberately added. Were the “detailed illustrations” and 
“the visages of  each person” mentioned by Koizuka in the first volume’s introduction done at best as a 
service to readers? The writing is bland, and more names of  people and places appear than had previous-
ly. While we could see this as an effort to ensure accuracy when transmitting historical facts, the entries 
seem like they are entries from an encyclopedia: plain and flat. Also, while the second volume was 140 
pages long, the third is half  the length (74 pages), indicating that Koizuka himself  was not very dedicated 
to his work on it.
　For this and other reasons, it appears that the situation surrounding the third volume of  Tsūzoku minken 
hyakkaden was a bit messy. We should also note that while the publisher remains Inada Sakichi, the address 
of  the bookseller and printer had changed to Wakayama.(9) (Refer to bibliographical information previ-
ously provided.) While the reason for this is unclear, it is a fact that this volume was published in a differ-
ent way than the ones that preceded it. Also, in February 1880 (Meiji 13), Otohiko himself  went to Shi-
zuoka after being asked to help reconstruct the Shizuoka shinbun, a newspaper.(10) Considering the fact that 
the third volume received permission to publish on October 2nd, 1889, Otohiko probably did not have 
enough time to continue Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden. Even if  this had not been the case, since he had to 
write in a way he did not like, it would come as no surprise if  he was not motivated in his work. Further-
more, around this time Koizuka was also rather busy. In November 1879 (Meiji 12), Koizuka became the 
head of  the Tōkyō Yokohama mainichi shinbun (Tokyo and Yokohama Daily Newspaper), the organ of  
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Ōmeisha, and then, joining the Constitutional Reform Party (Rikken Kaishintō), would come to argue for 
freedom and people’s rights on the pages of  the magazines Ōmei zasshi and Tōkyō kōron shinshi (New Tokyo 
Public Opinion Magazine). Koizuka probably saw activities to enlighten the masses that took forms like 
Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden as a roundabout way of  doing things.
　While wavering in the narrow space between tsūzoku and engi, in this way Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden 
would fizzle out.

(1)  Bunzan Konan, Tsūzoku sangokushi [Popular Records of  the Three Kingdoms], vol. 1 of  50, book 51 
(Introduction: 1689 / Genroku 2); Okajima Kanzan, Tsūzoku chūgi suikoden [Popular Loyal Tales of  
the Marshes], 47 vols. and 10 vols., 80 books (1757–1790 / Hōreki 7 to Kansei 2); Kuchiki Sanjin et 
al., Tsūzoku saiyūki [Popular Journey to the West] 5 parts, 31 volumes, 34 books (1758–1831 / Hōreki 
8 to Tenpō 2).

(2)  For example, while it has been revised multiple times, refer to Sun Kaidi’s Zhongguo tongsu xiaoshuo 
shumu [Chinese Popular Story Catalogue] (Renmin Wenxue Chubanshe, Dec. 1982).

(3)  For example, Santo Kyōden, Tsūzoku daiseiden [Popular Biography of  the Great Saint] 5 vols., 5 
books (Introduction: 1790 / Kansei 2 ) is a biography of  Confucius that draws from the Analects and 
other works. It uses the word tsūzoku to make it seem like it is based on another work.

(4)  Tsūzoku kokkenron [A Popular Country’s Rights Theory] and Tsūzoku gaikōron [A Popular Diplomacy 
Theory], in Fukuzawa yukichi chosakushū [Collected Works of  Fukuzawa Yukichi], vol. 7 (Keiō Gijuku 
Daigaku Shuppankai, July 2003). The originals can be viewed on the “Digital Library of  Yukichi Fu-
kuzawa’s Works” on Keiō University Library’s website: http://project.lib.keio.ac.jp/dg_kul/.

(5)  Regarding Otohiko’s activities, see my articles no. 1 to 4 listed in footnote (1) of  the Introduction.
(6)  “NDL Digital” version, pp. 139–40.
(7)  Originally “Taibai U” was the pen name of  Otohiko’s adoptive father Shūgan. Otohiko took it after 

being adopted. (See my article no. 2 in footnote (1) of  the Introduction).
(8)  Nagai Kafū, “Mushiboshi” [Summer Airing of  Clothing], in Kafū zenshū [Complete Works of  Kafū] 

vol. 7 (Iwanami Shoten, January 1992), p. 391.
(9)  Wakayama’s “Kōbunsha,” the printer of  the third volume, also published the famous Romeo and Juliet 

translation of  Kawashima Keizō entitled Shunjō ukiyo no yume (June 1886 / Meiji 19). It thus appears 
that printing the book in Wakayama was in of  itself  nothing particularly unusual. However, surely 
there were circumstances that led it to, unlike the first and second volume, be printed there.

(10)  Refer to my articles referenced in footnote (5). After his adoptive father Shūgan passed away on the 
19th of  February 1877 (Meiji 10), Otohiko submitted paperwork to marry his adoptive mother 
Otane (Imamurasaki), causing a scandal (see my article no. 2 in footnote (5)). This book’s translators, 
who were devoting themselves to reforming society, might have felt uncomfortable with Otohiko 
from the beginning.

(11)  Ōmei zasshi was first published on October 25th, 1879 (Meiji 12). After publishing its seventy-fifth 
and last issue on May 10th, 1883 (Meiji 16), it merged with Tōkyō yoron shinshi [Tokyo Public Opinion 
New Journal]. See Shōgakkan, Nihon rekishi daijiten [Japan History Encyclopedia] 1 (June 2000). Tōkyō 
yoron shinshi was first published in November 1898 (Meiji 13) and ceased publication with its 419th is-
sue in November 1889 (Meiji 22). See Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, Meiji jidai-shi daijiten [Meiji Period His-
tory Encyclopedia] 2 (July 2012).

3. The People Surrounding Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden
Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden did not continue to be published after its third volume because of  the situation 
of  its time. Here let us have a quick look at this background by turning to the people that were involved 
in this publication. Excluding Otohiko, these individuals were as follows.
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　Translators: Shimada Saburō (1st vol.), Honda Shōzō (2nd vol.), Koizuka Ryū (3rd volume)
　Introductions: Gotō Shōjirō (1st vol.), Koizuka Ryū (1st vol.)
　Publisher: Inada Sakichi
　Printer: Sōbirō

All three volumes of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden were published based on the printing blocks (zōhan) of  
Sōbirō. Normally we would be able to see this as the pen name of  the publisher Inada Sakichi, but this is 
actually not the case here. We find the revenue stamp “Mikuri Shooku / Printing Blocks Certificate” as 
well as the stamp “Sōbi” on each of  the three volumes’ cover endleaves. (Here the compound zōshi is used 
to mean “printing block.”) This would mean that Mikuri Shooku is another name for “Sōbirō.” “Mikuri” 
was the pen name of  Santō Naoto (Ichirō; 1840–1904). Santō Naoto lived a turbulent life that embodied 
people of  the Meiji period. He is known for being a pioneer in the importation of  roses to Japan. This is 
where the name “Sōbirō,” the first two characters of  which (sōbi) mean “rose,” come from. In other 
words, it appears that Santō funded Sōbirō and Inada Sakichi was in charge of  running it.
　Saishō Hazuki has carried out research on the career of  Santō Naoto.(1) Santō first engaged in Buddhist 
training on Mt. Kōya, absconded, and then become involved in the movement to restore imperial rule and 
expel foreigners. After the Meiji Restoration, he opened an English language private school, ran Sōbirō, as 
well as served as the Kanagawa Prefecture governor. Late in his life he converted to Christianity.(2) Santō’s 
turbulent career can be seen as a symbol of  the Meiji period. This was the case for those surrounding 
Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden as well.
　There is surely no need to say much more about the writer one of  the first volume’s introductions, 
Gotō Shōjiro (1838–1897). In my brief  search, I found that Gotō also wrote the introduction to Sugimo-
to Kiyotane’s Japanese translation of  Machiavelli’s The Prince (Kokuseisaku; 1886 / Meiji 19) as well as Taki-
moto Seiichi’s Japanese translation of  John Hanlon’s biography of  the French politician Gambetta (Doku-
gan ryū; March 1888 / Meiji 21).(3)  The title of  the latter (Dokugan ryū or “one-eyed dragon”) comes from 
Gambetta having gone blind in his left eye.
　There are two collections of  the “complete works” of  the translator of  the first volume Shimada 
Saburō (1852–1923) and Takahashi Masao has written a biography of  him entitled Shimada Saburō den 
(Mahoroba Shobō, March 1988). I will therefore only cover Shimada briefly. He was born in Edo as the 
third son of  a shogunate gokenin (lower-ranking vassal). After studying the Chinese classics, he learned 
English, and in 1874 (Meiji 7), he became the head writer at Yokohama mainichi shinbun (Yokohama Daily 
Newspaper). In the following year he became Chamber of  Elders (Genrōin) secretary, and then Ministry 
of  Education secretary in 1880 (Meiji 13), but was fired in the following year amidst political upheaval. He 
then rejoined the Yokohama mainichi shinbun in its new incarnation, the Tōkyō Yokohama mainichi shinbun. In 
the following year he was involved in the establishment of  the Constitutional Reform Party as part of  the 
executives of  Ōmeisha, which had been created by the newspaper’s owner Numa Morikazu. In the same 
year be become the chairman of  the Kanagawa Prefecture assembly. In 1888 (Meiji 21) he took over Nu-
ma’s position and became the newspaper’s president. Shimada was a Christian, having been baptized by 
Uemura Masahisa. While I will leave out his career as a member of  Japan’s House of  Representatives, suf-
fice it to note that he enthusiastically engaged in movements to reform society, and was an ally of  Tanaka 
Shōzō, who brought to the public’s attention the Ashio Copper Mine problem.  
　The writer of  the first volume’s introduction and translator of  the third volume Koizuka Ryū (1848–
1920) was Shimada’s friend. Shimada wrote the introduction to Koizuka’s autobiography Koizuka Ryū ji-
joden (privately published, January 1922 / Taishō 11).(5) Koizuka, like Shimada, re-joined the Tōkyō Yokoha-
ma mainichi shinbun, embarked on a political path with other members of  the Constitutional Reform Party 
from Ōmeisha, and after serving as a prefectural assembly and city assembly member, joined the House 
of  Representatives. In 1898 (Meiji 31) he became the governor of  Tokyo prefecture and mayor of  Tokyo 
city. Furthermore, Koizuka was the translator of  Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America (Jiyūgenron; 
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Gyokusandō, November 1879 / Meiji 12).(6)

　I was unable to acquire much information on the third volume’s translator Honda Shōzō. In my search 
I found that he translated a book by Eugene Maillot (Tsūzoku zōka seishokuron; Yūrindō, February 1879 / 
Meiji 12) and the first volume of  the work Beikoku kakumei-shi (author unknown; Uchida Rokakuho, No-
vember 1883 / Meiji 16). He was also the publisher of  Yokō Tōsaku’s translation of  a work by Edward 
Austin Sheldon (Dōmō kyōiku mondō; Kōonsha, permission to publish granted in May 1878 / Meiji 11).(7) In 
the colophon of  this work one finds “Miyagi Prefecture samurai descendent.” In this way, it appears that 
Honda was a journalist-type figure with a samurai family background who was involved in translation and 
publishing. While it seems that, unlike Shimada and Koizuka, Honda was not involved in the world of  
politics, during this time there were plenty of  people like this.
　Above I have provided a general overview of  the lives of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden’s translators. Shima-
da and Koizuka were involved in the Constitutional Reform Party as executives of  Ōmeisha, and entered 
the world of  politics as leaders of  the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement. They were not only in-
volved in the on-the-ground movement, but enthusiastically translated texts from overseas to deepen Ja-
pan’s understanding of  the concept of  “people’s rights.” One major accomplishment in this regard was 
the twenty-seven volume translation of  Thomas Henry Dyer’s The History of  Modern Europe (Kinsei taisei 
tsugan; pub. by Yoronsha and printed by Shūeisha; pub. 1883–85 / Meiji 16 to 18).(8) In addition to Shima-
da and Koizuka, translators included Hatano Denzaburō, Suzuki Ryōsuke, Aoki Tadasu, and Numa Mori-
kazu. Numa Morikazu founded Ōmeisha in 1878 (Meiji 11). This was also the year in which Tsūzoku min-
ken hyakkaden was published. In order to acquire a picture of  the situation of  this year, let us as briefly 
turn to the translators involved in Kinsei taisei tsugan.
　There is surely no need for a detailed explanation regarding Ōmeisha’s founder Numa Morikazu (1844–
1890).(9) He was a major figure. In 1879 (Meiji 12) he purchased Yokohama mainichi shinbun, began publish-
ing Ōmeisha’s organ Tōkyō Yokohama mainichi shinbun, and brought together comrades to write opinion 
pieces from the perspective of  the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement. In 1882 (Meiji 15) he partici-
pated in the formation of  the Constitutional Reform Party, and held power therein as the leader of  its 
Ōmeisha group. While he died at a comparatively young age, he was a representative advocate of  the early 
period of  the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement.
　Hatano Denzaburō (1856–1907) joined Ōmeisha in 1879 (Meiji 12). He was also involved in the forma-
tion of  the Constitutional Reform Party, and served as a member of  the House of  Representatives and as 
Fukui Prefecture’s governor.(10) Suzuki Ryōsuke (dates unknown) joined the Kiheitai volunteer militia as a 
doctor after going to Nagasaki to study. He would then become an English teacher at Kaisei Gakkō. In 
1880 (Meiji 13), he was appointed as the director of  the Tokyo Library, but then resigned in the following 
year due to political changes.(11) I was unable to find much scholarship on Aoki Tadasu (1854–unknown). 
According to Shinoda Shōsaku’s Meiji shin risshiden (Biographies of  New Meiji Heroes; April 1891 / Meiji 
24),(12) at the age of  16, Aoki, who was from Tajima Province’s Izushi, caught the attention of  the Ishizu-
chi (Ehime) Prefecture’s sanji (counsellor) Sakurai Tsutomu and went to Ehime. Then, after returning to 
Tokyo he engaged in English studies (eigaku) and, joining Ōmeisha, actively gave lectures at lecture meet-
ings (enzetsu-kai). In July of  1879 (Meiji 12), he joined Chōya Shinbunsha. He would then distinguish him-
self  in a variety of  newspaper editing jobs while working on many translations.(13)

　The History of  Modern Europe was translated by these kinds of  people. Its twenty-seven Japanese volumes 
were published basically monthly.(14) This both shows their tremendous thirst for knowledge as well as 
how impatient Japan was at the time to understand the affairs of  foreign countries. This desire for knowl-
edge was not superficial; it was based on a historical perspective. This foundational work for understand-
ing the West made possible modern Japan’s rapid development. In the background to the publication of  
Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden were these ups and downs of  the era. In a sense it was only natural that the dram-
atizer Otohiko was left behind.
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(1)  Saishō Hazuki, Aoi bara [Blue Rose] (Shōgakkan, May 2001), pp. 264–272. 
(2)  Santō Naoto published a declaration of  his faith entitled Kuiaratame no motosue [Path of  Repentance] 

(Kōgyōsha, July 1983). There are articles on Santō in Kawasaki Minotarō, Jikken jō no shūkyō [Religion 
of  Experience] (1897), pp. 139–151; and Jitsugyōka kibunroku (Record of  Curios Stories about Busi-
nesspeople; Jitsugyō no Nihon-sha, November 1987), pp. 247–8. 

(3)  While detailed information about Sugimoto Kiyotane, the translator of  The Prince, is unavailable, 
before this work was published he served as the translator of  the first volume of  the Japanese trans-
lation of  Edward Augustus Freeman’s The Growth of  the English Constitution From the Earliest Times (Ei-
koku kenpō enkakuron; May 1883 / Meiji 16). He also published a translation of  Samuel Smiles’ Self-
Help in issues 18 to 31 of  Meijikai sōshi [Proceedings of  the Meiji Society] from May 1890 to June 
1891 (“Bōshi kyōiku jijoron”), as well as a translation on the opening of  the Suez Canal in issues 39 
to 43 of  the same journal from February to June 1892 (“Suezu unga kaisaku shimatsu”). Also, Gam-
betta’s translator Takimoto Seiichi is famous as a pioneer in research on Japanese economic history. 
Incidentally, Takimoto also was the editor of  Kawashima Keizō’s translation of  Romeo and Juliet (see 
footnote (9) in Section 2). A portrait photograph and biography are available in the “Bibliographical 
Database of  Keio Economists”(http://bdke.econ.keio.ac.jp/). 

(4)  Shimada Saburō zenshū 5 vols. (Keiseisha, 1923); and Shimada Saburō zenshū 7 vols. (Ryūkeishosha, 
1989). This text can also be found in the ninth volume (“Meiji shinbunjin bungakushū” / Meiji 
Newspaper Individuals Literature Collection) of  Meiji bungaku zenshū [Meiji Literature: Complete 
Works] (Chikuma Shobō, July 1979). 

(5)  From the NDL Digital version. 
(6)  From the NDL Digital version. 
(7)  Based on my research using NDL Digital, NDL-OPAC (National Diet Library holdings search sys-

tem), WebcatPlus (http://webcatplus.nii.ac.jp/), and elsewhere. 
(8)  Based on the book in my collection. Shūeisha is a printer from which Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. 

emerged. Its name changed in 1935 (“‘Dai nippon insatsu’ enkaku” [Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd.: 
Timeline] http://www.dnp.co.jp/). 

(9)  Regarding Numa, see “Fukuchi Ōchi, Numa Morikazu,” in Sandai genronjin shū [Collection of  Three 
Generations of  People of  Words] vol. 3 (Jiji Tsūshinsha, December 1962). Also, this text is included 
in the ninety-first volume (“Meiji shinbunjin bungakushū”) of  Meiji bungaku zenshū (Chikuma Shobō, 
July 1979). 

(10)  See the “Hatano Denzaburō” page in Asahi nihon rekishi jinbutsu jiten [Asahi Encyclopedia of  Histori-
cal Figures in Japan] (November 1994). While I have not yet had the chance to read it, Watanabe 
Ikujirō has edited a detailed biography of  him entitled Hatano sensei den [Biography of  Hatano Sensei] 
(Etsushinkai, 1913). 

(11)  Based on “F0215 Suzuki Ryōsuke kankei shiryō” [Suzuki Ryōsuke Related Materials] in Tokyo Uni-
versity Library’s “Rekishi shiryōtō mokuroku” [Catalogue of  Historical Materials, etc.] (http://www.
u-tokyo.ac.jp/content/400030295.pdf). This article states, “After [the Meiji 14 political changes], in-
volved in the launch of  Shūeisha and also worked as the president of  Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd.” 
Here the author of  the article mistook the publisher “Shueisha” 集英社 for the homophonous 秀
英社 . The company took on the name “Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd.” in 1935 and therefore its in-
clusion here is incorrect (see footnote (9)). I hope that this issue can be looked into further. 

(12)  Meiji shin risshiden [Biographies of  New Meiji Heroes], pp. 34–5. Based on NDL Digital version.
(13)  In addition to The History of  Modern Europe, Aoki translated Richard Hildreth’s Theory of  Politics (Seiriron, 

2 vols., Inada Masakichi, October 1879), a book by John Wrottesley (Seihō genron, 2 vols., Jiyū Shup-
pan, October 1882 to March 1993), and a book by Ulysses S. Grant (Beikoku ikan, 4 vols., Yoronsha, 
July 1885 to April 1887). 

(14)  In the publication notes of  the 27th volume of  my copy there are several volumes for which no day 
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and month is written. Volume 1 began to be sold on May 31st of  1883 (Meiji 16) and volume 23 in 
February of  1885 (Meiji 18). Volumes 24 to 27 (the last volume) do not have dates. Judging from the 
pace of  publications up until then, all volumes were probably released by the fall of  1885 (Meiji 18). 
The additional volume of  Kinsei taisei tsugan is an index and was published on December 25th, 1890 
(Meiji 23) (NDL Digital version).

Conclusion
Otohiko was behind the times not only because of  his career and personality. There was a generational 
gap that was hard to overcome. He was born in 1826 (Bunsei 9). Compare this to the ages of  those sur-
rounding Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden: Gotō Shōjirō was born in 1838, Santō Naito in 1840, Numa Morikazu 
in 1844, Koizuka Ryū in 1849, Shimada Saburō in 1852, Aoki Tadamasu in 1854, and Hatano Denzaburō 
in 1856. Gotō Shōjirō, who was the closest in age to Otohiko, was twelve years younger than him. Hatano 
Denzaburō, who was the farthest from Hatano, was thirty years younger. Otohiko, from an older genera-
tion, was involved in an imperfect fashion in a book that emerged out of  the Freedom and People’s Rights 
Movement. While there were external circumstances that led to this such as the publisher’s sales strategy, I 
believe that this still shows Otohiko’s journalistic quick eye and footwork.(1)

　Currently Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden has been almost entirely forgotten. However, Angaidō Komuro 
Shinsuke would be influenced by this work and write Tōyō minken hyakkaden (Eastern People’s Rights Biog-
raphies). Komura was born in 1852, the same year as Shimada Saburō, and was twenty-six years younger 
than Otohiko. He published the first case (chitsu) of  Tōyō minken hyakkaden (three books) in August 1883 
(Meiji 16), four years after the first volume of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden.(2) Komuro first wrote the follow-
ing in the explanatory notes to his work (based on my copy):

　 As stated in the introduction, this is a researched collection of  biographies of  our country’s virtuous 
people and righteous people, “people’s rights figures” in today’s terms, whose names and traces have 
disappeared. The word “Eastern” is included in its title because it is a reference to that Western “people’s rights biogra-
phies” work. Therefore, we have added the additional title “biographies of  righteous Japanese people.”

Komura got the idea of  having an “Eastern” version of  the “Western” Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden. Howev-
er, “Eastern” referred to the country of  Japan. Thus the subtitle “biographies of  righteous people of  Ja-
pan” (see Reference Image 6). This sense appears to have formed a foundation of  a nationalism that 
would share fundamental aspects with the idea of  Japan “leaving Asia” (datsua). It was probably for this 
reason that Tōyō minken hyakkaden became popular; it nicely matched for people’s desires and ressentiment.(3) 
It was surely for this reason that Yanagita Izumi evaluated this work as follows:(4)

　 While this work is not plainly political storytelling, it was created with the same intention and was more 
effective than it. This work was that which Shinsuke took the greatest pains with, as well as that which 
made him the most famous in this area.

If  so, then we could also say that the work that influenced Komuro (Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden) was “not 
plainly political storytelling” but “was created with the same intention.” However, unlike Komuro, this 
work’s translators used material from the West, and therefore it had strong enlightenment aspects and per-
haps lacked the appeal necessary to serve as propaganda for freedom and people’s rights.
　This difference was probably related to the fact that Komura Shinsuke belonged to the somewhat pop-
ulist Liberal Party (jiyūtō) and the translators of  Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden belonged to the intelligentsia-
centered Constitutional Reform Party. Yanagida Izumi says that after the “Meiji 14 political changes,” 
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　 Those under Ōkuma who were driven from the government in October of  the previous year joined 
with the people that did not join the Liberal Party in the same year when it formed because of  differences 
in leadership ideas (the Ōmeisha faction and young advocates from Mita), as well as young people from the University 
of  Tokyo, to form the intelli-bourgeois Constitutional Reform Party (in March 1882 / Meiji 15) . . .(5)

The difference in the support base of  the Liberal Party and the Constitutional Reform Party was also that 
between Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden and Tōyō minken hyakkaden. This shares aspects in common with how 
the translators of  the former, who rejected engi, went not in the direction of  political storytelling but 
translating texts from overseas. One result of  this was the translation of  The History of  Modern Europe. On 
the other hand, the engisha or “dramatizer” Otohiko was uninvolved in the “freedom and people’s rights” 
ideology and political parties. Yet, he also did not have any foreign language abilities. Judging from his engi 
view of  literature, even if  he was able to intellectually understand the concept of  political storytelling, he 
probably was unable to go along with it. These were not problems with Otohiko’s ability of  understand-
ing. This was a stamp of  his era. In a time when the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement had gained 
considerable steam,(6) it could not be helped that Otohiko was unable to find a place for himself. This was 
also the way of  the world. No matter the kind of  writer or author, there is nothing they can do but lose 
themselves in this way amidst history. Remembering this might be the job of  literature historians. A crab 
digs a hole that matches its shell. Remembering Otohiko, I am just fulfilling my role.

(1)  Otohiko published Japan’s first solar calendar glossary of  seasonal terms of  haiku poetry entitled 
Shindai kiyose haikai teranpu in June 1880 (Meiji 13). (See reference no. 3 in footnote (1) from the Intro-
duction of  this paper.) Incidentally, it was decreed on the ninth day of  the eleventh month of  Meiji 5 
(1872) that Japan would change to the solar calendar. The third day of  the twelfth month of  Meiji 5 
became January 1st, 1873 (Meiji 6). 

(2)  Tōyō minken hyakkaden is comprised of  three cases each containing three books for a total of  nine 
books. The cases were published in August 1883 (Meiji 16), January 1884 (Meiji 17), and June 1884, 
respectively. The printer was Angaidō, in other words, Komuro himself. This work came to be widely 
known after the publication of  a version edited by Hayashi Motoi in July 1957 as an Iwanami Bunko. 

(3)  Wakabayashi Akira has discussed the relationship between Komuro and popular entertainment. See 
Kindai minshū ishiki no tenkai to geinō: jinken ishiki no baiyōdo to shite no katarigei no yakuwari [The Develop-
ment of  Modern Popular Consciousness and Entertainment: The Role of  Narrative Art as a Cultiva-
tor of  Human Rights Awareness], Graduate University for Advanced Studies PhD Dissertation No. 
1020, March 23, 2007, http://id.nii.ac.jp/1013/00000122/). Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden is also dis-
cussed in Section 1 “Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden to kōdan” [Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden and Professional 
Storytelling]. 

(4)  Yanagida Izumi, Seiji shōsetsu kenkyū [Research on Political Storytelling] vol. 1 (Shōhakukan Shoten, 
May 1935), p. 427. 

(5) Ibid., p. 15.
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Tsūzoku minken hyakkaden Reference Images
1. Covers of  each book of  the first volume.

　

2. Endleaf  of  first volume’s cover.

　

3. “Mikuri Shooku / Printing Blocks Certificate” revenue stamp and Sōbirō stamp. 
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4. Illustrations from the second book (5 u, 6 o).

　

5. Publication information from first volume (at the end of  book three).

　

6. The first book cover’s endleaf  from the first case of  Tōyō minken hyakkaden.

　

Editor’s note
The original Japanese text of  this article was published in Bungei Kenkyu 130 (2016), pp.41-63. The revised 
version was translated by Editage Co. ltd. under the supervision of  the author.


